GAITE LYRIQUE - DIGITAL REVOLUTIONS

CONVERSION AND REFURBISHMENT OF A OLD THEATRE IN A CENTER DEDICATED TO NUMERIC CULTURES AND MUSIC

PARIS / FRANCE / 2010

PROJECT DETAILS

year 2010
work finished in 2011
main structure plus
buyer Gaite Lyrique
client web link http://www.gaite-lyrique.net/

cost 62.000.000
number of floors 7
status Terminé œuvres

INFO

Re-structuring an old theatre of the 19th century in the heart of Paris to turn it into an interactive platform for 21st century music and arts poses a number of difficult problems. To sum them up we have conceived of a place that could cater to all the artistic activities of today, a place open to public visits but that was also a working studio where artists could actually create, produce and present.

The design priorities are clear: create three main production facilities, three spaces for live ...
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